DESCRIBE CORNER MONUMENT FOUND
1st pipe set by Carlock which lays 40' South of a brook in Alder Plat.
This corner was set by Sam Caddle in 1830. He set a post from
which a 8" Alder brs. South 54 lks.

DESCRIBE BEARING TREES OR OTHER OFFICIAL RECKONING POINT
40" fir brs. North 78 lks.
In 1956 Carlock scribbed 2 B.T.
26" Hem S75W 115.2 feet (slope)
24" Alder N 30W 60.6 feet
Bearing trees Id.
Id. 20" Hem S75W 115.2 (slope) scribbing visible
Alder is laying on ground

BRASSCAPPED

COORDINATE POSITION DATA

IDENTIFICATION DATA
No. PJ6-46

SENT TO:

This corner was established in 1850 by running East from
in the original notes Caddle crossed brook 10 lks. wide at 31.00
then set the 1 at 44.00 chns. and continued East crossing the

Some brook at 44.00 chns. This would place the corner to the North of this brook
which a 1" pipe was Id. The ground had been disturbed by an old sawmill. I feel that there wasn't sufficient amount of evidence to brasscape this course. I would recommend that this corner be set by single prop.

W. Richard Rust
7/21/70

BRASSCAPPED

34 Hemlock, S. 77W, 114 FT. BY CARLOCK.
CARLOCK'S ALDER IS FALLEN UPON THE GROUND.
SET BEAR NEW BT: 22" ALDER, N. 47W, 43' 4 FT.

By W. Perry

Done By: W. Perry  Title: R.D.E.
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